Dear Colleagues,

We are pleased to announce the 10th International Congress of Gender Medicine organized by the Italian Network on Gender Medicine under the aegis of the International Society of Gender Medicine. The Congress will be held in Padua on 16-17 September 2022.

As a tradition of this scientific meeting, we count on having a considerable number of participants from all over the world. The Congress aims to provide a valuable update on the most topical issues in the field of Gender-Specific Medicine thanks to the contribution of the greatest international scientific personalities, in different fields of investigation: from basic to clinical sciences, from innovative biomedical approaches to pharma-economics, appropriateness and sustainability.

We look forward to welcoming you in Padua in September 2022!

The Italian Organizing Committee IGM 2022

Visit the Congress website
www.igmitaly2022.it
Stay tuned!

The Organizing Secretariat
Viale G. Matteotti, 7 - 50121 Florence, Italy
General Info: igmitaly2022@oic.it
Sponsor Info: igmitalysponsor2022@oic.it
Phone: +39 055 50351 - 3386082154

OIC srl is a MedTech Europe Trusted Partner
The beautiful city of Padua will host the 10th International Congress of Gender Medicine. Here are some photos of what you will see personally!

Padua is close to Venice and you can easily reach other beautiful Italian cities like Milan, Florence, Rome, and Naples!